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The winter of 2013-14 is one Iowans will remember as a hard one, but not like the ones Jerry Apps remembers back in the 1940s in Wisconsin. We now get through winter by turning up the thermostat and going about in insulated waterproof garments and warm vehicles. Apps and his family cut more wood and suffered soggy wool. Car heaters existed but were not yet perfected.
Apps's remembering of the material and social life of winter is a good read. It is short and not too deep-good for conversations about the good old days and how we got through them. But it isn't shallow. It has a message. Those of us who live in the upper Midwest need to make peace with winter to survive it, and that entails rites of passage into a particular kind of personhood with particular values and relationships. It makes us patient and resilient. It requires us to rely on and care for each other. It calls us to respect the power of an unforgiving nature-and appreciate its beauty. If you read this memoir carefully, the story is not just about winters of the past; it is about letting winter shape us, not trying to make winter conform to our needs for comfort. Before Iowans face another winter, they should read this book and think about the value of the experience. Don't leave. Some of us have to stay here and tell the stories that make us who we are. 
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